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                                       Apollo Test           Round 3 
 

Answers must be written inside the adjacent answer boxes.  All answers must be written in exact, reduced, simplified, and rationalized form.  All 
decimals and mixed numbers must be written as common fractions (unless otherwise specified in the problem). No calculators, books, or other 
aides may be used. 

 

1. Evaluate:   (1 point)  02345 )34567( ++++
 

2. On Splork’s TI-289 calculator, there are 15 gray buttons and 10 black buttons.  He randomly presses a 
button and then randomly presses another different button.  What is the probability that the two buttons he 
pressed are both black? (1 point) 

 

3. During a heated argument between John and Kevin, John bragged that his galaxy had seven more than half 
as many nebulae as Kevin’s galaxy.  Kevin responded by saying that his galaxy had twenty-six less than 
three times as many nebulae as John’s galaxy. If both John and Kevin are telling the truth, how many 
nebulae are in John’s galaxy? (1 point) 

 

4. Zlop is heading toward the King of Zluzluland, who is located on the xy-coordinate system at the point 

(60, 60).  If Zlop travels on a straight line with slope 
4
3  and his starting point has an x-coordinate of 4, 

what is the y-coordinate of his starting point? (1 point) 

 

5.   If and 2loglog =+ yx
3
65

=+ yx , then what is yx − ? (2 points) 
 

6. If  12)( 2 +−= xxxf  ,and , find .  (2 points) 82)( −= xxh ))3((1 fh−
 

7. When Kevin’s mother checked his math average online, it was 65.  When Kevin got home from school, he 
explained that his teacher had mistakenly entered a 0 for one of his tests when he had actually got a 100, 
so his total math average should be 90.  It turns out that Kevin was wrong about the grade, too, and he had 
really made a 60 on the test.  What should his average really be?  (2 points) 

 

8. How many zeros are at the end of the expansion of  ((3!)!)!  ? (2 points)  

9.  Song-Jon Lin is a member of the Intergalactic Police Force and needs to jump to hyper-speed to reach 

planet Zudiah, which is )3(log100 lightyears away.  If the amount of energy needed for hyperspace travel 
is 23 )308( ddd +− , where d is the distance in lightyears to be traveled in hyper-space, how much 
energy does Song-Jon need?  (3 points) 

 

10.  Evaluate the following: . (3 points) 222222 204201...12963 −+−+−
 

11. In an infinite geometric sequence, where all the terms are positive, the sum of the first two terms is 135, 

the sum of the first four terms is 195, and the sum of the first six terms is 
3

665 .  What is the sum of the 

entire sequence? (3 points) 

 

12. Two baseball teams play a seven-game series in which the series ends when either team wins four games. 
What is the probability that it will take seven games to determine a winner for the series if both teams have 
an equal chance of winning each game? (4 points) 
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